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Abstract
We present an implementation of all-electron density-functional theory for
massively parallel GPGPU-based platforms, using localized atom-centered
basis functions and real-space integration grids. Special attention is paid to
domain decomposition of the problem on non-uniform grids, which enables
compute- and memory-parallel execution across thousands of nodes for real-
space operations, e.g. the update of the electron density, the integration of
the real-space Hamiltonian matrix, and calculation of Pulay forces. To assess
the performance of our GPGPU implementation, we performed benchmarks
on three different architectures using a 103-material test set. We find that
operations which rely on dense serial linear algebra show dramatic speedups
from GPGPU acceleration: in particular, SCF iterations including force and
stress calculations exhibit speedups ranging from 4.5 to 6.6. For the archi-
tectures and problem types investigated here, this translates to an expected
overall speedup between 3-4 for the entire calculation (including non-GPU
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accelerated parts), for problems featuring several tens to hundreds of atoms.
Additional calculations for a 375-atom Bi2Se3 bilayer show that the present
GPGPU strategy scales for large-scale distributed-parallel simulations.
Keywords: GPU Acceleration, High Performance Computing, Electronic
Structure, Density Functional Theory, Localized Basis Sets, Domain
Decomposition
1. Introduction
Kohn-Sham density-functional theory (KS-DFT) [1, 2] is the primary tool
for computational materials prediction across a wide range of areas in sci-
ence and engineering [3, 4, 5, 6]. One class of KS-DFT codes uses spatially
localized atom-centered basis sets, e.g. Gaussian orbitals [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17], Slater orbitals [18, 19, 20], and numeric atom-centered
orbitals (NAOs). [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 19, 28, 29, 30, 31] For these basis
sets, local operations such as Hamiltonian and overlap matrix integrations,
updates of the electron density and its gradients, or parts of force and stress
tensor computations, can be carried out on real-space grids. Due to the
locality of the basis functions and of the Kohn-Sham potential, these opera-
tions can be implemented such that the computational timings scale linearly
in number of atoms. [32, 33, 34, 35, 19, 28, 36, 37] Accordingly, in the sys-
tem size range for which real-space operations dominate the cost – typically
small-to-mid-sized calculations comprising several tens to hundreds of atoms
– this translates into approximately linear-scaling overall execution times as
well. For larger-scale calculations, most KS-DFT codes have a formal default
O(N3atoms) scaling due to the reliance on eigenvalue solvers to directly solve
the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue problem for all occupied electron states, known
as the “cubic wall” of standard KS-DFT. However, much of the practical
science addressed by KS-DFT occurs below this limiting regime and instead
in the range where operations with lower scaling exponents still account for
the majority of the cost.
An increasingly available paradigm in high-performance computing (HPC)
are general purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU)-accelerated architec-
tures, in which each computational node contains one or more GPGPU ac-
celerators working in tandem with the traditional CPUs employed in HPC
applications. GPGPUs are well suited for evaluation of highly vectoriz-
able, compute-intensive algorithms due to their unique massively-parallel
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design, prompting early work to demonstrate matrix multiplications [38] and
FFTs [39] on commodity hardware. The feasibility of GPU-accelerated elec-
tronic structure calculations was demonstrated in works by Ufimtsev and
Mart´ınez [40, 41, 42, 43] which would form the basis for the TeraChem
electronic structure package [44], as well as by Yasuda using the Gaus-
sian package [45, 46]. Since then, a number of electronic structure pack-
ages have incorporated GPU acceleration, including ABINIT [47], ADF [48],
BigDFT [49, 50], CP2K [51], GPAW [52, 53, 54], LS3DF [55], octopus [56, 57,
58], ONETEP [59], PEtot (now PWmat) [60, 61, 62, 63], Q-Chem [64, 65, 15],
Quantum ESPRESSO [66, 67], RMG [68, 69], VASP [70, 71, 72, 73], and
FHI-aims (this work). Development cost can be alleviated by using drop-
in GPU-accelerated libraries such as cuBLAS [74], cuFFT [75], Thrust [76],
ELPA [77, 78, 79], and MAGMA [80, 81, 82] for general mathematical oper-
ations. Nevertheless, GPU acceleration is generally not a trivial task due to
the need to target low-level algorithms, which constitute the majority of the
computational workload, specific to a given software package and port them
to a new architecture. However, the raw computational output afforded by
GPGPUs can be immense.
In this paper, we describe a careful GPGPU adaption and analysis of
several of the dominant real-space operations for KS-DFT in the NAO-based
full-potential, all-electron electronic structure code FHI-aims. [30, 37, 83]
FHI-aims is a general-purpose electronic structure simulation code, offering
proven scalability to thousands of atoms and on very large, conventional
distributed-parallel high-performance computers. [84, 77, 85, 86] The code
achieves benchmark-quality accuracy for semi-local [87, 17], hybrid [88, 89,
17], and many-body perturbative [88, 90] levels of theory. The specific imple-
mentation described here helps unlock the potential of GPGPU architectures
for a broad range of production simulations using semilocal DFT, includ-
ing generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and meta-GGA exchange-
correlation functionals. We specifically target Hamilton and overlap matrix
integrations, updates of the density and its gradients, and the computation
of forces and stress tensor components.
In FHI-aims, linear scaling in the real-space operations covered in this
paper is achieved using a real-space domain decomposition (RSDD) algo-
rithm [37], wherein the set of all real-space integration points is subdivided
into compact sets of points known as “batches”. As shown below, this RSDD
algorithm is naturally parallel in both memory and workload and thus al-
lows for an efficient load-balanced, distributed-parallel GPGPU-assisted im-
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plementation. The problem sizes for each individual batch of points are
naturally suited for GPGPU acceleration, allowing for the usage of drop-in
GPGPU-accelerated libraries with minimal code restructuring necessary for
the Hamiltonian matrix integrals, update of density and density gradients,
and total energy gradients. The electrostatic potential calculation uses a mul-
tipole summation algorithm differing from the RSDD algorithm presented
here and thus was not GPGPU-accelerated for this work. Likewise, the
exact-exchange operator of hybrid DFT and eigenvalue solutions that can be
accessed through libraries such as ELPA [77, 78, 79] and MAGMA [80, 81, 82]
are not targeted by this work.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we outline the fundamen-
tal equations entering into real-space Kohn-Sham density functional theory.
Next, we discuss design principles for numerical algorithms which facilitate
optimal usage of GPGPU resources, the RSDD algorithms used for evalu-
ating integrals with FHI-aims and their adaption for execution on GPGPU
resources. Finally, timing and scaling benchmarks for four different GPGPU-
accelerated architectures and two sets of materials demonstrate GPGPU
speedups for real-space integrations across a broad class of architectures and
systems encountered in electronic structure based materials simulations.
2. Background
Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the objective of KS-DFT
is to determine the electron density n(r) for a given set of fixed nuclear
position {Rat} of each atom (the “system geometry”). The ground-state
total energy Etot[n] and other observables are then evaluated as functionals
of n(r). Throughout this section, we assume a non-spin-polarized system for
simplicity. However, the extension to collinearly spin-polarized systems is
straightforward, as is the extension to spin-orbit coupled and/or non-collinear
spin systems, [91] since the underlying matrix integrals, density and gradient
updates follow exactly analogous formulae. The density is determined by
solving an effective single-particle Hamiltonian hˆKS. In scalar-relativistic
form,
hˆKS = tˆs + vˆext + vˆH [n] + vˆxc[n] (1)
where tˆs is the (scalar-relativistic) kinetic energy, vˆext is the external po-
tential, vˆH [n] is the Hartree potential of the electrons, and vˆxc[n] is the
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exchange-correlation potential. Evidently, the density n(r) depends on the
Hamiltonian hˆKS and the Hamiltonian depends on the density. Finding a
stationary density that yields the particular Hamiltonian that generates this
density is a non-linear optimization problem and is cast as a “self-consistent
field” (SCF) cycle.
The complete flow of a typical electronic structure calculation is shown
in Figure 1, which also indicates the specific operations that are GPU-
accelerated in this work. For a given set of initial nuclear positions, the
eigenfunctions {ψl} (with eigenvalues l) and/or the stationary density of
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) are expressed in terms of a finite set of basis
functions {ϕi}. For a non-periodic system, this expansion has the form
ψl(r) =
Nb∑
i=1
cilϕi(r). (2)
Nb is the size of the basis set and cil is the coefficient of the l
th eigenvector
for the ith basis function. The density can then be computed as
n(r) =
∑
ij
ϕ∗i (r)nijϕj(r), (3)
where nij is the density matrix, defined as
nij =
∑
l
flc
∗
ilcjl, (4)
where fl is the occupation number of orbital ψl. If nij is already known, Eq.
(4) may be implemented in an O(N) approach for localized basis elements.
Initial guesses for the electronic structure (Figure 1) can either be given
in terms of ψl(r) or in terms of nij. In FHI-aims, these initial quantities
are produced by solving the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) for the potential of a
sum of overlapping free-atom densities. The density gradient ∇n is required
for GGA calculations, where the Hessian ∇2n dependence in the exchange-
correlation potential energy may be converted to a ∇n dependence via in-
tegration by parts (Eq. (30) of [30]) The Hessian is required for any force
computation, or when evaluation of the explicit Kohn-Sham potential for
GGAs is needed for any other reason.
In this work, we use localized atom-centered basis functions, which are
generally non-orthonormal to one another and yield a non-trivial overlap
5
Figure 1: Program flow for a typical electronic structure calculation involving geom-
etry relaxation or molecular dynamics. Shaded boxes indicate steps contributing to
the actual computational workload. Yellow shading indicates steps that are subject to
real-space GPU acceleration in this work, whereas gray shading indicates steps that are
GPU-accelerated only partly, not at all, or that are handled by separate software compo-
nents [92, 77, 79, 78, 86] outside the scope of this work.
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matrix
sij =
∫
dr[ϕi(r)ϕj(r)]. (5)
For periodic systems, we discretize the eigenvectors in terms of Bloch
orbitals {χik} that are extended throughout the entire crystal:
ψlk(r) =
Nb∑
i=1
cil(k)χik(r). (6)
k is the crystal momentum quantum number and Nb is the number of basis
functions associated with a single unit cell. Each χik is associated with a
particular localized basis function ϕi(r) and its periodic images in all other
unit cells (labelled by lattice translation vectors T ) via the transformation
χik(r) =
∑
T
eik·Tϕi(r − T ). (7)
As a result, χik(r) is normalized per unit cell. The relevant overlap matrix
is then
sij(k) =
∫
unit cell
dr[χ∗ik(r)χjk(r)]. (8)
Importantly, for spatially localized real-space basis functions {ϕi(r)}, and
using Eqs. (6) and (7), the density matrix can also be expressed in terms
of the real-space basis functions, just like in Eq. (3). The difference is that
the sum in Eq. (3) now runs over real-space basis functions and their images
both inside and outside a given unit cell. More precisely, since only grid
points r inside a single cell (say, the cell at T=(0,0,0)) need be considered, i
and j in Eq. (3) run from 1, ..., Nrs, where Nrs is the number of all localized
real-space basis functions in the crystal that are non-zero somewhere inside
the volume of the unit cell at T=(0,0,0).
As mentioned above and as indicated in Figure 1, the density computation
Eq. (3), which has the form of matrix multiplications, is GPU-accelerated in
this work. Additionally, the calculation of density gradients ∇n(r) is neces-
sary for almost any current density functional approximations, i.e., GGA and
beyond. Finally, the Hessian matrix of the density, ∂xi∂xjn(r) (i, j=1,...,3),
is needed at least for total energy gradient calculations (forces and stresses).
For a given density matrix, these gradients are straightforward extensions of
Eq. (3), but their evaluation can still contribute significantly to the overall
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computational cost: ∇n(r) has three components, ∂xi∂xjn(r) has six com-
ponents, and each component has the same cost as the evaluation of n(r)
itself.
As a next step, the Hartree potential vˆH [n] in Eq. (1) is a local operator
of the form
vˆH [n](r) =
∫
dr′
n(r′)
|r − r′| . (9)
In practice, vˆext (which includes the potential due to the nuclei) and vˆH [n]
(the averaged electrostatic potential due to the electron density) are treated
together in order to evaluate an overall charge-neutral system. As mentioned
above, this full electrostatic potential may be computed via a multipole sum-
mation scheme [30] and is not subject to GPGPU acceleration in this work.
In the system range investigated here, it does not dominate the computa-
tional cost.
In non-periodic system geometries and for real-valued local basis functions
ϕi(r), the Hamiltonian is naturally expressed in terms of matrix elements hij
with an integral form of
hij =
∫
dr[ϕi(r)hˆKSϕj(r)]. (10)
In periodic boundary conditions,
hij(k) =
∫
unit cell
dr[χ∗ik(r)hˆKSχjk(r)] . (11)
In the periodic case, each matrix element hij(k) can still be summed up from
local real-space integrals (the equivalent of Eq. (10)) of the following type:
hucij =
∫
unit cell
dr[ϕi(r)hˆKSϕj(r)]. (12)
However, in contrast to the non-periodic case, the running indices i and
j for hucij in Eq. (12) are not restricted to 1, ..., Nb (the number of basis
functions associated with a single unit cell) but instead run over 1, ..., Nrs, the
number of localized real-space basis functions in the crystal that are non-zero
somewhere inside the volume of the unit cell at T=(0,0,0). The local integrals
hucij can be computed using the exact same real-space integration code as their
non-periodic equivalents. The only difference is that each integration point r
is mapped back to its periodic image within the unit cell at T=(0,0,0), so that
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the local integrals in Eq. (12) are restricted to that unit cell. The full Bloch
integrals hij(k) can then be constructed by inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (11).
The expression for hij(k) becomes a sum over individual real-space integrals
of form hucij , multiplied by Bloch phase factors e
ik·(Ti−Tj) that connect the unit
cells where the real-space basis functions i and j are centered. The overlap
matrix elements sij(k) can be constructed analogously. To unify the notation
between periodic and non-periodic systems, we will refer to both Eqs. (10)
and (12) as the “real-space Hamiltonian matrix” hucij for the remainder of
this paper. As shown in Figure (1), its computation is GPU-accelerated in
this work.
Given the updated KS-DFT Hamiltonian, the Hamiltonian’s approximate
eigenvectors ψlk(r) and eigenvectors lk can now be found by solving∑
j
hij(k)cjl(k) = lk
∑
j
sij(k)cjl(k) (13)
(for non-periodic systems, the k index may just be omitted). A new den-
sity matrix nij can thus be found. The eigenvector-based approach Eq. (13)
scales computationally at least as O(N3e ), where Ne is the number of electrons
in the system. Alternatively, the KS eigenvalue problem may be circum-
vented entirely by density-matrix-based solvers, [93, 94, 95, 86] often with
reduced-dimensional scaling. In FHI-aims, the solution of the KS eigenvalue
equation in matrix form is performed via the dense generalized eigensolver
library ELPA [92, 77, 79, 78] or circumvented by other solvers interfaced
through ELSI [86], an open-source library which provides an interface layer
between KS-DFT codes and methods that solve or circumvent the Kohn-
Sham eigenvalue problem in density-functional theory. The GPU accelera-
tion or circumvention of Eq. (13) is thus not the topic of this paper; however,
options exist in the form of the open-source, GPU-accelerated ELPA and
MAGMA eigensolver libraries that are benchmarked elsewhere in the litera-
ture. [78, 79, 80, 81, 82]
After the SCF cycle for a given geometry is complete, electronic structure
calculations may continue by changing the geometry of a material as the
calculation progresses, e.g. to find a local minimum-energy geometry at the
Born-Oppenheimer surface, or for molecular dynamics. In these cases, the
position of atomic nuclei, Rat, are updated by calculating the forces on each
atom,
Fat = − ∂
∂Rat
Etot , (14)
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as a function of the electronic structure after the SCF cycle has converged.
Here, Etot is the Born-Oppenheimer total energy of the material and the sub-
script at labels different atoms for convenience. For localized basis elements,
the computationally expensive portion of Eq. (14) is the Pulay forces, which
on the scalar-relativistic – here, the atomic zero-order regular approximation
(atomic ZORA; cf. Eqs. (55) and (56) in [30]) – and GGA level have the
form
F Pat = F
P,local
at + F
GGA
at + F
at.ZORA
at (15)
where
F P,localat =− 2
∑
ij
∫
unit cell
dr[[∇atϕi(r)]nijhˆKSϕj(r)]
+ 2
∑
ij
∫
unit cell
dr[[∇atϕi(r)]qijϕj(r)],
(16)
is the local (density-only) parts of the Pulay forces,
qij =
∑
l
fl
∑
k
lkc
∗
il(k)cjl(k), (17)
is the qij energy-weighted density matrix,
FGGAat =− 4
∑
ij
∫
dr[[∇atϕi(r)]nij[ ∂fxc
∂|∇n|2∇ϕj(r) · ∇n(r)]]
− 4
∑
ij
∫
dr[ϕi(r)nij[
∂fxc
∂|∇n|2∇at∇ϕj(r) · ∇n(r)]]
(18)
is the correction to the Pulay forces arising from explicit density gradients
in GGA, and
F at.ZORAat = −
∑
ij
∫
dr[[∇attˆat.ZORAϕi(r)]nijϕj(r)] (19)
is the correction to the Pulay forces arising from atomic ZORA.
For periodic calculations, one may also calculate overall stresses on the
computational cell by calculating the stress tensor
σλµ =
1
V
∂Etot
∂λµ
∣∣∣∣
=0
(20)
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after the SCF cycle has converged. Here, λµ is the symmetric, infinitesimal
strain tensor and V is the volume of the computational cell. A full account
of the terms that make up the stress tensor in an atom-centered basis set is
given in [83].
As mentioned above, the computation of the gradients Eqs. (14) and (20)
using atom-centered basis functions for semilocal density functionals can in-
clude the numerically expensive evaluation of higher density derivatives such
as the density Hessian and similar quantities evaluated on a real-space grid.
When needed, the computational cost of Eqs. (14) and (20) can therefore
amount to a large fraction of the overall time required to execute the type of
computation shown in Figure 1. The corresponding steps are thus also GPU
accelerated in this work, using the same real-space grid techniques as for the
density and the Hamilton matrices, outlined below.
3. Implementation
3.1. Design Principles for GPGPU-Accelerated Code
There are three major design priorities entering into GPGPU acceleration
of an algorithm:
• The workload offloaded to the GPGPU should be highly vectorizable,
• Thread-divergent branching statements (e.g. “if” statements that can
lead to different conditional states for different threads) should be
avoided in the workload offloaded to the GPGPU, and
• Communication between the CPU and GPGPU over relatively slow
buses should be minimized.
Sections of an algorithm which are not easily vectorizable and/or contain a
large number of thread-divergent branching statements should be performed
by the CPU(s), and sections of an algorithm that are easily vectorizable
should be offloaded to the GPGPU. Ideally, GPGPU and CPU workloads
should be carried out in parallel in an asynchronous fashion if that is possible.
There is an additional design priority implicit in this scheme: the problem
size for the workload offloaded to the GPGPU must fit into the GPGPU’s
onboard memory.
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(a) Hg Atom, “Light” Settings
(8809 points)
(b) Hg Atom, “Tight” Settings
(28253 points)
(c) Benzene, “Light” Settings
(62975 points)
(d) Benzene, “Tight” Settings
(195167 points)
Figure 2: Visualization of real-space integration points for two simple molecules: a mercury
atom with (a) “light” and (b) “tight” integration settings and a benzene molecule with (c)
“light” and (d) “tight” integration settings. The number of integration points contained
in each subfigure is listed in the caption. In subfigures (c) and (d), integration points
generated from the carbon and hydrogen atoms are marked red and blue, respectively.
Units are in bohr.
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3.2. Computational Choices in FHI-aims
3.2.1. Real-Space Integration Grids
A visualization of the real-space integration grids in FHI-aims for a mer-
cury atom is shown in Figures 2a (light settings of FHI-aims) and 2b (tight
settings of FHI-aims. Analogous figures for the multi-atom benzene molecule
are shown in Figures 2c and 2d. The grid consists of spherical shells of points
around each nucleus, with individual grid points located on each shell ac-
cording to the point distributions described by Lebedev et al. [96, 97, 98]
and Delley [99]. For the mercury atom, the outermost spherical shells can
be observed as “rays” of points far from the respectively nuclei. Closer to
the nucleus, there are less points per spherical shell, but the radial density
of spherical shells increases systematically (see Eq. 18 in [30]) to account for
rapidly varying wavefunctions.
In polyatomic systems like benzene, every atom contributes integration
points to the overall integration grid of the system. The radial cutoffs for
the radial integration grids well exceed bond lengths in molecules and mate-
rials, leading to a densely-interlocking, irregular cloud of integration points
covering both nuclear and interstitial regions. Integration weights w(r) are
calculated on-the-fly (see Eq. (111) and Appendix C in [83] for the exact
definition of the respective weight functions used in FHI-aims), yielding a
form for the real-space Hamiltonian integration
hij =
∑
r
w(r)ϕ∗i (r)hˆKSϕj(r) (21)
or (for periodic systems)
hucij =
∑
r
w(r)ϕ∗i (r)hˆKSϕj(r) . (22)
FHI-aims calculates w(r) using a partition-of-unity approach [100] with
a modified form of the O(Natom) partitioning scheme proposed by Stratmann
et al. [33] (see Eqs. 111-112 and C.5-C.8 in Knuth et al. [83]), where Natom is
the number of atoms in the computational cell. Here, it is sufficient to note
that the resulting set of points is not an simple even-spaced grid and may
be freely distributed across processes. Also, the process to update overlap
matrix integrals sij or s
uc
ij (once per SCF cycle) is exactly analogous to the
process outlined below for the elements of the Hamiltonian.
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The default basis sets {ϕi(r)} used by FHI-aims for evaluating Eq. (22)
are preconstructed sets of numerical atom-centered orbitals (NAO) opti-
mized for KS-DFT-based total energy calculations, as outlined in [30] The
NAO basis sets used in FHI-aims have been shown to have accuracy on par
with the best available benchmark codes for total and atomization energies
of molecules [17] and calculated equations of state and band energies for
solids [87, 91]. A cutoff potential is used to smoothly limit the spacial extent
of the basis functions. The cutoff potential (Eq. (9) in [30]) reaches infinity
at a user-definable outermost edge that is 6 A˚ for most chemical species us-
ing tight settings. Thus, any radial functions approach zero smoothly at this
radius and remain zero at larger distances from their center.
3.3. Real-Space Domain Decomposition (RSDD)
The RSDD is used for the update of the electron density and integration
of various matrix elements for semi-local operators. We will focus on inte-
gration of the real-space Hamiltonian matrix (Eqs. (10) and (12)) in this
section, although the procedure presented applies to matrix elements of an
arbitrary semi-local operator. Additional steps related to the electron den-
sity update will be presented when relevant. A detailed study of the expected
linear scaling in runtime of the RSDD algorithm, including an examination
of the performance of various partitioning schemes for integration points, was
performed by Havu et al [37].
3.3.1. Grid Partitioning
Figure 3a shows a visualization of the partitioning of the set of integration
points P into mutually-disjoint “batches” of points Bν ⊂ P . Each batch is
a compact, spatially-local set of points on which vectorized operations will
be performed and are distributed in a round-robin fashion among processes.
At no time does any individual process have knowledge of the full real-space
integration grid.
The partitioning is accomplished by using a “grid adapted cut-plane
method” (Algorithm 3 of [37]) in which the full set P is iteratively di-
vided to smaller subsets using cut-planes (red lines in 3a) until some tar-
geted number of points per subset is reached. The resulting subsets are the
batches Bν . The targeted number of points per batch will be denoted as the
“batch size” throughout this paper. The default batch size in FHI-aims is
100 points per batch for CPU-only calculations and 200 points per batch for
14
(a)
(b)
Figure 3: A visualization of the batch partitioning scheme used by FHI-aims. Black points
denote integration points, and red lines denote boundaries between batches of points. In
subfigure (b), the dark blue circle denotes the support of a local basis function, and batches
on which the local basis function has non-zero support are highlighted in light blue.
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GPGPU-accelerated calculations. We increase the batch size for GPGPU-
accelerated calculations as this will decrease the number of batches, decreas-
ing the amount of CPU-GPU communication and increasing the amount of
work accelerated per batch. In our tests, increasing the batch size beyond
200 points does not lead to further overall acceleration.
3.3.2. Parallelization and Dimensionality Reduction
Having generated a set of mutually disjoint batches {Bν}, we may rewrite
Eq. (22) as
hucij =
∑
ν
hucij [Bν ] (23)
where
hucij [Bν ] =
∑
r∈Bν
w(r)ϕ∗i (r)hˆKSϕj(r) (24)
is the contribution of batch Bν to the real-space Hamiltonian matrix element
hucij . Eqs. (23) and (24) are trivially parallelizable over batches. The RSDD
algorithm parcels out batches to MPI tasks, so that each MPI task owns
multiple batches, and each batch is owned uniquely by a single MPI task [37].
The indices in Eqs. (23) and (24) by default run over all basis functions.
hucij [Bν ] for a given batch Bν will be sparse for medium-to-large-sized systems,
as many basis functions are centered too far away to touch the integration
points in Bν . While it may be tempting to store h
uc
ij [Bν ] in a sparse format,
the usage of a sparse matrix format will introduce an intermediate non-trivial
indexing step when accessing the matrix elements, impeding vectorization
due to indirect addressing. More importantly, the sparse representations for
matrices hucij and h
uc
ij [Bν ] will scale in size as O(Natom). Retaining local copies
of the full hucij [Bν ] on each separate MPI process will eventually become the
dominant memory cost of the calculation.
For each batch, we instead define a reduced-dimensional subspace nnz(Bν)
consisting of basis functions with support on the batch, i.e., basis functions
that are nonzero on at least part of the grid points in this batch. hucij [Bν ] can
be considerably reduced in size by calculating only matrix elements between
basis elements ϕi lying in nnz(Bν), yielding a dense “batch Hamiltonian ma-
trix” with form identical to Eq. (24). We take hucij [Bν ] to refer to this sub-
space batch Hamiltonian matrix for the rest of this paper. When evaluating
the electron density update (Eq. (3)) using the RSDD algorithm, an analo-
gous subspace representation is employed for the density matrix nij[Bν ] and
16
(a) Indexing of “Full” Matrix from Batch Matrix
(b)  Reduced Dimensionality of Batch Matrix
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Figure 4: The contribution of a batch to (a) the real-space Hamiltonian matrix and (b) the
batch Hamiltonian matrix. Blue squares indicate matrix elements hucij to which the batch
may contribute, and white squares denote matrix elements with no contribution from the
batch. We show the real-space Hamiltonian matrix as an uncompressed full matrix for
simplicity; see Figure 5 for the matrix layouts used in FHI-aims.
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(if required) for the energy-weighted density matrix qij[Bν ] when calculating
Pulay forces (Eq. (14)) and the stress tensor (Eq. (20)).
Defining the ‖nnz(Bν)‖ × ‖Bν‖ matrix,
Kir ≡ w(r)ϕ∗i (r), (25)
and the ‖Bν‖ × ‖nnz(Bν)‖ matrix
Lrj ≡ hˆKSϕj(r), (26)
all matrix elements of hucij [Bν ] may be evaluated simultaneously by rewriting
Equation 24 as a matrix multiplication
hucij [Bν ] =
∑
r∈Bν
KirLrj. (27)
A visualization of the difference between hucij and h
uc
ij [Bν ] is provided in
Figure 4. hucij is a sparse matrix for large systems and localized basis sets,
since only a bounded number of basis functions in some proximity to one
another will overlap. hucij [Bν ], in contrast, is dense for sufficiently compact
set of points, e.g., a sufficiently small batch, since its indices only run over
the subset of basis functions that are non-zero anywhere within the compact
set of grid points (i.e., these basis functions are already located close to one
another). It therefore has a memory consumption of ‖nnz(Bν)‖2.
While different batches will have different values for ‖nnz(Bν)‖ depend-
ing on local basis set density and geometry, there exists some upper limit
max(‖nnz(Bν)‖) for the number of basis functions interacting with any batch.
max(‖nnz(Bν)‖) depends on basis set density and local geometry but not on
the system size. The independence of the size of each batch from the overall
system size is responsible for the observed O(Natom) execution of integrals,
as shown in Havu et al. [37].
Once hucij [Bν ] has been calculated, the local copy of h
uc
ij on each MPI
task (here denoted huc,taskij ) is updated. There are two matrix formats for the
local copy of hucij commonly used in FHI-aims: a globally-indexed compressed
sparse row (CSR) format and a locally-indexed dense format.Both are further
explained in two subsections below. The term “globally indexed” refers to
storage of an identical, sparse copy of the final matrix hucij across all MPI
tasks. In the “globally indexed” case, the size of the stored array thus grows
with system size on each MPI task, regardless of the number of MPI ranks
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employed. In contrast, the term “locally indexed” refers to the storage on
each MPI task of separate, dense matrix versions of only those integration
contributions to hucij that are non-zero on the localized subset of grid points
handled by that task. In the “locally indexed” case, the size of the stored
array on each task thus remains bounded if the system size increases, as long
as the number of MPI ranks is increased along with the system size.
3.3.3. Globally-Indexed Sparse Real-Space Hamiltonian
Shown in Figure 5a is a visualization of the globally-indexed sparse matrix
format, in which each MPI task has a full copy of the real-space matrix along
with associated indexing arrays. In FHI-aims, we use the CSR format for the
sparse representation. Indexing from hucij [Bν ] to h
uc
ij in the globally-indexed
CSR format requires two steps. First, the basis function index in nnz(Bν) is
mapped back to the basis function index in the set of all basis functions, i.e.
the row/column indices of the matrix in Figure 4b are mapped back to the
row/column indices of the matrix in Figure 4a. Second, the matrix element is
mapped back to the sparse matrix representation used to store the real-space
Hamiltonian matrix via indexing arrays.
Each process, after evaluating all batches assigned to it, has a local in-
complete copy of the real-space Hamiltonian matrix
huc,taskij =
∑
Bν on task
hucij [Bν ]. (28)
At the end of the RSDD algorithm, an in-place synchronization call sums up
all local copies of hucij across processes,
hucij =
∑
tasks
huc,taskij , (29)
yielding the final values for the real-space Hamiltonian matrix synchronized
across all processes. This is the only communication step in the RSDD
algorithm.
The sparse matrix storage used in this matrix format makes it an efficient
choice for smaller calculations. However, it has two key disadvantages imped-
ing its usage for large-scale calculations and massively-parallel architectures.
The sparse storage of hucij nevertheless scales as O(Natom) on each MPI task
and will be a memory bottleneck for large-scale systems, in particular ill-
suited to reside in the on-board GPGPU memory. Additionally, the usage
of non-trivial indexing arrays considerably impedes vectorization, making it
ill-suited to the massively-vectorized GPGPU programming paradigm.
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(a) Globally-Indexed Sparse
(b)  Locally-Indexed Dense
indices
indptr
H
H
Figure 5: Visualization of the two main matrix formats used for storing real-space matrices
in FHI-aims. Subfigure (a) shows the globally-indexed sparse format, where each MPI task
has a full copy of the matrix H in a sparse format (here, CSR) along with two indexing
arrays indices and indptr. Subfigure (b) shows the locally-indexed dense format, where
each MPI task has a partial section of the matrix in a dense format.
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3.3.4. Locally-Indexed Dense Real-Space Hamiltonian
Shown in Figure 5b is a visualization of the locally-indexed dense matrix
format, where hucij is distributed across processes. Each MPI task stores its
portion of the integrals that contribute to hucij locally in a dense format –
i.e., those partial integrals huc,taskij (Eq. 28) that are non-zero for this task.
In short, only matrix elements involving basis functions with non-zero sup-
port on at least one batch on a given process, i.e. with support on the
set ∪Bν on taskBν , are stored. The indexing step from hucij [Bν ] to huc,taskij is
amenable to GPGPU resources due to the dense storage of huc,taskij , amount-
ing to a usage of a simple pre-calculated look-up table.
After the RSDD algorithm has concluded, the locally-index matrix el-
ements huc,taskij are distributed across MPI tasks in an overlapping fashion,
i.e. a given matrix element hucij may have non-zero contributions h
uc,task
ij on
multiple MPI tasks. Implementing Eq. (29) to convert these local matrices
into a form hij (non-periodic systems) or hij(k) (periodic systems) suitable
for the eigensolver (here, BLACS for ELPA) is considerably more tedious
than in the globally-indexed case, as book keeping to determine ownership
of matrix elements and point-to-point communication between MPI tasks is
required. Nevertheless, this synchronization step only occurs once and has
negligible effect on the overall timings.
This dense matrix format consumes more memory than the globally-
indexed sparse format for small calculations, as negligible matrix elements
will be computed and stored in the local dense matrices. For sufficiently
large calculations with sufficiently many MPI tasks, the distributed nature
of this format is far more efficient in overall memory usage than the globally-
indexed sparse format, and the resulting local dense matrices fit completely
into GPGPU onboard memory, minimizing CPU-GPGPU communication.
3.3.5. Density and Density Derivatives, Force and Stress Tensor Components
In principle, all computational steps of other quantities derived from basis
functions on the real-space grid can profit from very similar sparsity consid-
erations as laid out for the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices above. This
entails the density and its derivatives, which (cf. Eq. (3)) obey precisely the
same locality constraints in each batch of grid points as the Hamiltonian and
overlap matrices. The force and stress tensor components are likewise cast in
the form of numerical integrals that, within each batch, are touched by only
a bounded number of localized basis functions in the limit of large systems.
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The computationally dominant operations for all these terms are, again,
dense matrix multiplications. Since they can be carried out on the same set
of distributed batches of grid points as the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices,
the relevant index ranges (grid points in each batch and non-zero basis func-
tions in each batch) are effectively identical to those in Eq. (27). Quantities
are either kept on the distributed grid directly (density and its derivatives,
which are local quantities) or (for forces and stress tensor components) the
necessary integrals can be carried out by initially assembling matrix elements
with basis functions as their indices. The process for the latter matrix ele-
ments is essentially identical to the detailed distribution strategy described
above for the Hamiltonian matrix. Actual force and stress tensor compo-
nents in terms of atomic coordinates can then be summed up from these
matrix elements once, after the entire integration grid has been completely
processed.
3.4. GPGPU Acceleration of the Real-Space Domain Decomposition Algo-
rithm
Figure 6 shows pseudocode for the CPU-only and GPGPU-accelerated
implementations of the real-space (a) Hamiltonian matrix integration and
(b) electron density update. We refer to these two operations collectively as
“the real-space operations” hereafter. The basic structure of the real-space
operations consists of a loop over every batch assigned to the process, possibly
followed by a final post-processed synchronization across all processes for
integrals. No synchronization is necessary for the electron density update,
as the real-space points where the electron density is defined are distributed
across processes. For each batch assigned to a process, its contribution to the
desired quantity is calculated. The processing of each batch can be broken
up into three phases: initial processing where the necessary quantities (basis
functions on each grid point, their gradients, etc.) are computed, a sequence
of serial dense linear algebra operations (e.g., Eq. (27)), and a final indexing
step to sort matrix contributions from each batch into their respective storage
arrays on each MPI task.
Common to the initial processing phase for all real-space operations is
the construction of the basis elements ϕi ∈ nnz(Bν) for all r ∈ Bν . The
initial processing phase for the electron density update additionally includes
the reduction of the density matrix of the full system (stored in a sparse
representation) to the dense-but-smaller nij matrix as outlined in the previ-
ous section. The real-space Hamiltonian matrix integration requires that the
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00 00 0000CPU-Only GPGPU-Accelerated
(a)
(b)
CPU-Only GPGPU-Accelerated
Figure 6: Pseudocode comparing CPU-only and GPGPU-accelerated implementations of
the RSDD algorithms in FHI-aims for the (a) real-space Hamiltonian matrix calculation
and (b) electron density calculation. The evaluation of the tau matrix for meta-GGAs has
been omitted in (a) for brevity. It is calculated via a single DGEMM/cublasDDGMM call
and added to the hucij matrix at the end of each loop iteration. In (a), the final summation
of all partial contributions to hucij across different MPI tasks happens either immediately
after the pseudocode shown (globally indexed version) or later (locally indexed version),
when the full matrix elements hij(k) of Eq. (11) are constructed from Bloch phase factors
and partially summed versions of hucij stored on each separate MPI task.
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pre-computed integration point weights be re-indexed for the current batch
and the quantities {hˆKSϕi(r)} be evaluated on every point in Bν for all basis
elements in nnz(Bν).
The construction of {ϕi(r)}, and {hˆKSϕi(r)} for each point on a batch
is executed per point, with relatively small workload compared to the final
DGEMMs, but with some thread-divergent branching statements during the
construction, i.e. not immediately suitable for GPGPUS. As we will see
below, for the integrals, we can overlay this work on the CPU while the GPU
works on something else.
The dense linear algebra phase consists of two subroutine calls for Hamil-
tonian integration: a matrix multiplication (DSYR2K for the real-space
Hamiltonian matrix and DSYMM for the electron density) and a dot prod-
uct. This step is offloadable to the GPGPU at the cost of communication of
the quantities previously calculated during the initial processing phase: the
integration weights w(r), basis functions {ϕi(r)}, and {hˆKSϕi(r)} matrix for
the real-space Hamiltonian integration in Eq. (22), and the basis functions
ϕ and batch subspace restricted density matrix nij for the electron density
in Eq. (3).
The final phase for each loop iteration is an indexing phase, where the
results from the dense linear algebra phase hucij [Bν ] are indexed back into the
accumulated matrices hucij . The GPGPU acceleration strategy for the real-
space Hamiltonian integration diverges based on the choice of indexing for
the Hamiltonian matrix hucij :
(i) The globally-indexed CSR format uses several thread-divergent branch-
ing conditionals, complicating GPGPU acceleration of the indexing. The
GPGPU-accelerated algorithm thus communicates the results of the dense
linear algebra step for each batch back to the CPU, which performs the in-
dexing. In this approach, the CPU is idle while the GPGPU evaluates the
dense linear algebra for each batch.
(ii) Alternatively, when using the locally-indexed dense storage format
for hucij , indexing is embarrassingly parallelizable, allowing for the usage of
custom CUDA kernels to perform the indexing on the GPGPU. After the
CPU has communicated {ϕi(r)} and {hˆKSϕi(r)} to the GPGPU, it is free
to begin calculating {ϕi(r)} and {hˆKSϕi(r)} for the next batch, allowing for
effective overlay of computation between the CPU and GPGPU. Communi-
cation from the GPGPU back to the CPU occurs only once at the end of
the algorithm, when the GPGPU communicates its copy of hucij back to the
CPU.
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A similar approach to (ii) is employed when calculating the electron den-
sity or its derivatives, as the mapping from real-space points r ∈ Bν to the
set of all integration points assigned to the present process ∪Bν on taskBν is
trivial. This permits the electron density indexing to be performed via a
simple CUDA kernel and stored on the GPGPU locally, similarly avoiding
communication from the GPGPU back to the CPU communication for each
batch. The electron density stored on the GPGPU is communicated back to
the CPU at the end of the algorithm.
4. Results
All benchmark calculations were performed with the full-potential, all-
electron FHI-aims electronic structure code [30, 37] using its production-
quality “tight” basis sets and “tight” real-space integration grids and Hartree
potential. The PBE functional [101] was used to model exchange-correlation
effects. We use a Γ-point-only k-grid in this work, as we focus on real-space
operations whose timings are independent of the selected reciprocal-space
grid. All timings shown use the locally-indexed dense matrix format (Fig-
ure 5b) for the Hamiltonian integration and forces/stress evaluation. The
choice of “tight” settings is important since the larger workload associated
with denser grids and larger basis sets can dominate the overall effort as-
sociated with a particular DFT-based simulation project. By construction,
larger workloads of this kind also benefit more from GPGPU acceleration.
For progressively lighter settings, smaller but still useful speedups would be
expected. The benchmarks below reflect the highest-cost parts of a routine
simulation where, it turns out, GPU acceleration will most efficiently take
off the edge of a very large workload.
The time-intensive operations for semi-local DFT in FHI-aims are the
real-space Hamiltonian integration (Eq. (10) or (12)), density update (Eq.
(3)), Hartree potential calculation (Eq. (9)), and the solution of the Kohn-
Sham eigenvalue equation (Eq. (13)).
Figure 1 shows a schematic for the program flow of a standard KS-DFT
calculation with geometry relaxation or molecular dynamics. First, the elec-
tronic structure for current geometry is converged by iterative calculation
of the Hartree potential (9), Hamiltonian operator (Eq. (1)), Hamiltonian
matrix elements (Eq. (10) or 11), and electron density via the Kohn-Sham
eigenvalue equation (Eqs. (3) and (13)). We denote a single collective iter-
ation of these operations in which the electronic structure is updated as a
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“standard” SCF iteration.
Once self-consistency is reached in the electronic structure, Fat and σλµ
may be calculated by Eqs. (14) and (20) respectively. The implementation of
Eqs. (14) and (20) in FHI-aims are published in [30, 83]; here, it is sufficient
to highlight two contributions to Fat and σλµ which contribute appreciably
to timings:
• The Hellmann-Feynman contribution to Fat and σλµ is calculated along-
side the Hartree multipole summation, as it relies on the Hartree po-
tential of the system. Thus, the domain decomposition strategy is not
used for evaluating this contribution, and GPGPU acceleration is not
employed.
• The Pulay contribution to Fat and σλµ is calculated alongside the den-
sity update, as it relies on the density matrix nij and the energy-
weighted density matrix qij. The domain decomposition strategy is
used for evaluating this contribution. Its evaluation is GPGPU-accelerated
using the strategy outlined in Section 3.4.
While the calculations of these quantities are computationally expensive,
they are ideally evaluated only once per geometry step (outer loop of Figure
1), whereas the SCF iterations will be evaluated multiple times per geometry
step (inner loop of Figure 1).
In principle, the electronic structure should be further iterated until Fat
and σλµ have converged. The production settings for FHI-aims are sufficiently
tight that in practice only a single calculation of Fat and σλµ are needed at
the end of each self-consistency cycle. The geometry is then updated using
Fat and σλµ.
Accordingly, we benchmark three different types of SCF iterations in this
paper:
• “SCF”: a single iteration of the SCF cycle loop,
• “SCF + Fat”: a single iteration of the SCF cycle loop followed by the
computation of forces Fat, and
• “SCF + Fat + σλµ”: a single iteration of the SCF cycle loop followed
by the computation of forces Fat and stress tensor σλµ.
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Node Type IvyBridge/GP100 Haswell/P100 Skylake/V100 POWER9/V100
Computer Cluster timewarp PSG PSG LLNL’s Lassen
CPU 2x Intel Xeon 2x Intel Xeon 2x Intel Xeon 2x IBM POWER9
E5-2670v2 E5-2698v3 Gold 6148 AC922
(20 cores, (32 cores, (20 cores, (40 cores,
Ivy Bridge) Haswell) Skylake) POWER9)
GPGPU 1x Quadro GP100 4x Tesla P100 4x Tesla V100 4x Tesla V100
(Pascal) (Pascal) (Volta) (Volta)
MPI Tasks/GPGPUs 16/1 32/4 20/4 40/4
Compilers/Libraries ifort 14.0, ifort 17.0, ifort 17.0, XL 2019.02.07,
MKL 11.1.1, MKL 11.3.3, MKL 11.3.3, ESSL 6.1,
IMPI 4.1.3, IMPI 5.0.3, IMPI 5.0.3, Spectrum MPI,
CUDA 8.0 CUDA 9.1 CUDA 9.1 CUDA 9.2
Table 1: Per-node configurations for architectures used in this work.
We emphasize that these timings are per iteration, not per cycle. As outlined
in Figure 1, a given system geometry loop will contain multiple iterations of
“SCF” but ideally only one iteration of “SCF + Fat” or “SCF + Fat + σλµ”
per geometry step.
We cover a broad range of GPGPU-accelerated architectures by perform-
ing benchmarks on four different architectures provided by three different
computing clusters: a local cluster (“timewarp”) at Duke University, a ded-
icated testing cluster (“PSG”) at NVIDIA Corporation, and the Lassen su-
percomputer at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (“LLNL”). The
hardware architectures, which we categorize based on CPU and GPU genera-
tions, are IvyBridge/GP100 [timewarp], Haswell/P100 [PSG], Skylake/V100
[PSG], and POWER9/V100 [LLNL]. More information on architectures may
be found in Table 1. Full node utilization was employed for all architectures
except on IvyBridge/GP100 [timewarp], where 16 MPI tasks were used (out
of the 20 physical cores) due to limitations imposed on Pascal GPGPUs by
the NVIDIA MPS service, which was used to distribute the computational
load to the GPGPU.
We consider two types of timings for a given operation in this work,
the timing tCPU for an operation when employing all available CPU cores
on a given node using the Message Passing Interface (MPI), and the tim-
ings tGPGPU for an operation when GPGPU acceleration has been employed
alongside full CPU node utilization. The GPGPU-accelerated speedup, or
simply “speedup”, is then defined as
s = tCPU/tGPGPU . (30)
Using this definition, identical timings for CPU-only and GPGPU-accelerated
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operations correspond to a speedup of s = 1.0. We note specifically that this
is a hard comparison, in that the GPU+CPU timings must be better than a
computation using all CPU cores on a given, state-of-the-art node to show a
net speedup.
4.1. Materials Used
Two different sets of materials are considered in this work:
• The first set of materials is a benchmark set comprising 103 different
inorganic compounds (bulk solids), proposed in [91] The compounds in
this benchmark set span 66 chemical elements in 10 structural pro-
totypes, providing a broad coverage of the structural and chemical
diversity found in real-world condensed-matter simulations. 3×3×3
supercells of the primitive cell for each material were used, leading to
cell sizes of 27, 54, and 108 atoms. In addition to discussing averaged
/ aggregated data, we highlight timings for the 54-atom diamond Si
supercell calculation as a particular example in the body of this text.
The benchmark set is investigated on a single node of three out of the
four architectures listed in Table 1, namely the IvyBridge/GP100 [time-
warp], Haswell/P100 [PSG], and Skylake/V100 [PSG] architectures.
• The second set of materials consists of a 5×5 supercell of a 2D Bi2Se3
bilayer. A vacuum thickness of 40 A˚ was used. In a standard FHI-aims
calculation, the vacuum thickness contributes to timings only through
the reciprocal-space contribution of the Ewald summation [102, 30]
used to evaluate the electrostatic potential to the Hartree potential.
Calculations for the Bi2Se3bilayer were performed on the POWER9/V100
[LLNL] architecture using 2 to 128 nodes.
4.2. GPGPU Acceleration Across Materials and Architectures
Table 2 shows a comparison of timings computed on the Skylake/V100
[PSG] architecture for diamond Si. The evaluation of the electron density
and its gradients is the dominant contribution to the total time for all SCF
iteration types. The relative weight of the density calculation increases for
SCF iterations involving Fat and σλµ as the evaluation of the Pulay contribu-
tion must also be performed in this step. For an SCF + Fat + σλµ iteration,
95% of the calculation time is spent calculating the density and the Pulay
contribution to Fat + σλµ. The timing for Hartree summation weakly in-
creases for SCF cycles involving Fat as the Hellmann-Feynman forces must
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Operation Timing SCF SCF SCF
Type + Fat + Fat
+ σλµ
Integration (Eq. (12)) tCPU (s) 10.4 10.3 10.4
tGPGPU (s) 1.6 1.6 1.6
Hartree Summation (Eq. (9)) tCPU (s) 4.3 16.6 20.2
+ Hellmann-Feynman (Eqs. (14), (20))
Electron Density (Eq. (3)) tCPU (s) 20.7 243.7 565.2
+ Pulay (Eqs. (14), (20)) tGPGPU (s) 5.3 29.2 54.5
Total Time for Iteration tCPU (s) 35.5 270.8 596.0
tGPGPU (s) 11.6 47.7 76.5
Table 2: Timings for various CPU-only and GPGPU-accelerated operations computed
on the Skylake/V100 [PSG] architecture for a 54-atom Si supercell (diamond structure).
Only tCPU is presented for the Hartree summation and Hellmann-Feynman contributions
to Fat and σλµ, as GPGPU acceleration is not employed for these calculations. All timings
were taken from a single calculation.
be calculated, but this is a comparatively small expense relative to the time
required to compute the Pulay terms. In contrast, the Hamiltonian integra-
tion does not include Fat or σλµ components, leading to consistent timings
across iteration types.
For all three iteration types, when GPGPU acceleration is enabled, there
is a consistent s=6.4 speedup in the Hamiltonian integration on the Sky-
lake/V100 [PSG] architecture. Differences in the GPGPU performance are
observed when calculating the density, its gradients,and potentially the Pu-
lay contributions to forces and stress. Speedups of 3.9, 8.4, and 10.4 are
observed in the density calculation on the Skylake/V100 [PSG] architecture
for the standard SCF, SCF + Fat, and SCF + Fat + σλµ iterations, respec-
tively. The differences in speedups arise from the increased workload of dense
linear algebra performed when calculating the Pulay contribution to Fat and
σλµ. The computationally more demanding iterations with more dense lin-
ear algebra exhibit greater GPGPU-accelerated improvements for timings in
both relative and absolute terms. Speedups for the total times of an iteration
show a similar trend to the density update, with speedups of 3.1, 5.7, and 7.8
observed on the Skylake/V100 [PSG] architecture for the three SCF iteration
types. The density update dominates the runtimes for the iterations.
Table 3 extends the analysis to the IvyBridge/GP100 [timewarp] and
Haswell/P100 [PSG] architectures with a comparison of total times for the
three types of iterations. The three architectures show similar trends; speedups
increase as the linear algebra workload increases, with speedups of 2.9, 4.4,
and 5.2 observed for IvyBridge/GP100 [timewarp] and 2.5, 5.8, and 6.7 ob-
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Architecture Timing SCF SCF SCF
Type + Fat + Fat
+ σλµ
IvyBridge/GP100 tCPU (s) 77.7 545.0 1130.5
[timewarp] tGPGPU (s) 26.5 123.3 218.8
Haswell/P100 tCPU (s) 38.5 315.2 682.0
[PSG] tGPGPU (s) 15.4 54.3 101.3
Skylake/V100 tCPU (s) 35.5 270.8 596.0
[PSG] tGPGPU (s) 11.6 47.7 76.5
Table 3: Comparison of total timings for iterations across different architectures for a 54-
atom Si supercell (diamond structure). All timings were taken from a single calculation.
served for Haswell/P100 [PSG]. The trends in speedups observed on Sky-
lake/V100 [PSG] hold for other GPGPU-accelerated architectures.
While an individual SCF + Fat + σλµ iteration benefits greatly from
GPGPU acceleration and takes considerably more time than a standard SCF
iteration, it is calculated only when self-consistency is reached and often only
needs to be calculated once (Fig. 1). On the other hand, there will be mul-
tiple standard SCF iterations, which show a reduced GPGPU speedup. To
assess the impact of this difference in speedups on the overall timing of a cal-
culation, Figure 7 shows the timings for complete calculations for diamond
Si on IvyBridge/GP100 [timewarp], Haswell/P100 [PSG], and Skylake/V100
[PSG] architectures. Self-consistency is reached after 12 standard SCF iter-
ations and one SCF + Fat + σλµ iteration, leading to speedups between 3.7
and 4.0 for the total time of the calculation.
We next turn our attention to the 103 material benchmark set. To com-
pare results from different materials, we estimate the expected workload for
a given material using a metric
# ops = #Bν ∗MM (31)
MM = 〈|Bν |〉 ∗ 〈nnz(Bν)〉2
where 〈|Bν |〉 is the average number of points per batch for a material, 〈nnz(Bν)〉
is the average number of basis functions with non-zero support per batch for
a material, and #Bν is the number of batches for a material. The quantity
MM is then a measure of the timing for a hypothetical real-space operation
involving a single matrix multiplication, and # ops is a measure of the total
time of the real-space operation across all batches. As motivated by Eq. (27),
and as we show below, this metric will give an approximate estimate for the
expected workload, as it is expected to map particularly the dominant part
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Figure 7: Overall timings across architectures for the calculation for a 54-atom Si supercell
(diamond structure). All calculations contain initialization, 12 SCF iterations, and 1 SCF
+ Fat + σλµ iteration. Importantly, this also contains all non-GPU accelerated parts of
the calculation
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Figure 8: Timings for various operations in an SCF + forces + stress tensor iteration across
the 103 material benchmark set for the (a) Hamiltonian integration, (b) Hartree multipole
summation and Hellman-Feynman forces, (c) density and Pulay contributions to forces
and stress tensor, culminating in (d) the total time for the iteration. The Skylake/V100
[PSG] architecture was used.
of the workload associated with dense serial matrix multiplications with high
accuracy.
Shown in Figure 8 are timings for an SCF + Fat + σλµ iteration cal-
culated using Skylake/V100 [PSG]. The proposed metric correlates well to
the timings observed for real-space operations in FHI-aims. A strong linear
trend for the Hamiltonian integration (Fig. 8a) and density + force + stress
evaluation (Fig. 8c) is observed, reflecting the relatively significant workload
of dense linear algebra in these operations. The total time for an iteration
(Fig. 8a) shows a similar trend, as it is dominated by the density + force +
stress evaluation. No such trend is observed in the Hartree multipole sum-
mation, which does not rely on dense linear algebra and is also not yet GPU
accelerated in the present work.
Average speedups of 3.7, 9.0, and 6.6 are observed for Hamiltonian in-
tegration, density evaluation, and the total time for an SCF + Fat + σλµ
iteration for the 103 material benchmark set. These speedups are consistent
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Architecture SCF SCF SCF
+ Fat + Fat
+ σλµ
IvyBridge/GP100 2.4 3.9 4.5
[timewarp]
Haswell/P100 2.1 4.5 6.6
[PSG]
Skylake/V100 2.4 6.6 6.6
[PSG]
Table 4: Comparison of speedups for iterations across different architectures for the 103
material benchmark set.
with the speedups observed for diamond Si. Table 4 shows a comparison
across architectures for the speedups calculated for the 103 material bench-
mark set. These results are analogous to the results in Table 3, indicating
that our analysis of trends observed in the diamond Si system extends to
other materials and other architectures as well.
4.3. Strong Scaling for CPU-Only and GPGPU-Accelerated Calculations
The calculations in the previous section were performed using a fixed
number of MPI tasks on a single node. In the present section, we assess
the scaling across nodes using a 375-atom Bi2Se3 bilayer system as a larger
example. Strong scaling plots for the POWER9/V100 [LLNL] architecture
are shown in Figure 9, with subfigure (a) showing a standard SCF iteration
and subfigure (b) showing an SCF + Fat + σλµ iteration. Timings for 80,
160, 320, 640, 1280, 2560, and 5120 MPI tasks are presented, and we rein-
troduce the timings for the solution of the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue equation.
The slab geometry corresponds to a (5×5) supercell, using FHI-aims’ “tight”
production settings (17,850 basis functions total) and a Γ-point only calcu-
lation is performed. The calculations shown correspond to scalar-relativistic
self-consistency iterations for this system, i.e., the workload that constitutes
the bulk of a typical DFT calculation for such a system. As shown in [91] and
others, the energy band structure of such a system is subject to spin-orbit
coupling effects that would be essential to include at least at a post-processed
second-variational (i.e., perturbative) level for qualitatively correct results.
The necessary spin-orbit coupled Hamiltonian matrix integrals follow the ex-
act same algorithms as those of the scalar-relativistic integrations shown in
Fig. 9(a) and are therefore not repeated in detail in the plots.
Timings for the Bi2Se3 bilayer are dominated by the real-space density
update and potentially forces and stresses, consistent with the results from
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Bi2Se3 Slab
5x5x1 Supercell
375 atoms
FHI-aims, tight
settings, PBE
47.6 basis functions
per atom
(17850 total)
Total Time for Iteration: 1.8x – 2.1x
Density: 1.9x - 2.8x KS Equation: N/A
Integration: 4.1x – 9.2x Hartree Potential: N/A
Total Time for Iteration: 7.8x – 9.8x
Density + Forces + Stress: 13.1x - 14.8x KS Equation: N/A
Integration: 4.4x – 10.2x Hartree Potential: N/A
(a) Timings for SCF Iteration (b) Timings for SCF + Forces + Stress Iteration
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80 160 320 640 1280 2560 5120 80 160 320 640 1280 2560 5120
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Figure 9: Timings on LLNL’s Lassen for a 375-atom Bi2Se3 bilayer with a 40 A˚ vacuum
for (a) an SCF iteration and (b) an SCF iteration including the calculation of forces and
the stress tensor.
the previous section. GPGPU-accelerated speedups of 1.8 - 2.1 and 7.8 - 9.8
are observed for overall timings in a standard SCF iteration and SCF + Fat
+ σλµ iterations, respectively. Real-space operations show ideal scaling as a
function of the number of MPI tasks, as is expected for the domain decompo-
sition algorithm. The solution of the Kohn-Sham matrix eigenvalue problem
using the ELPA library [92, 77, 79, 78] (not GPU-accelerated in Fig. 9)
shows reduced scaling due to the still relatively small matrix dimension size,
but its diminished weight in these calculations does not meaningfully impact
the overall scaling of the calculations. A denser k-space grid (e.g., 2×2×1
or 4×4×1) would increase the eigenvalue solver related workload and could
be accelerated, e.g, by the recently published distributed-parallel, GPGPU-
accelerated one-stage ELPA solver [79, 78] (a computational step that is sep-
arate and independent of the real-space operations reported in this work).
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we show GPGPU acceleration for real-space operations
relevant in semilocal DFT for production-quality materials simulations. We
particularly focus on the domain decomposition method used by the full-
potential, all-electron FHI-aims electronic structure code for real-space op-
erations. We show that the time-intensive portions of the domain decom-
position method are dense linear algebra operations which are bounded in
memory consumption, allowing for efficient offloading to GPGPU resources.
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The performance of the GPGPU acceleration in FHI-aims was assessed
using a 103-material benchmark set on three heterogeneous CPU-GPGPU
architectures. GPGPU-accelerated speedups ranging from s = 2.4 for SCF
iterations to s = 6.6 for SCF iterations including evaluation of forces Fat
and the stress tensor σλµ were observed, with an overall estimated speedup
of s ≈ 3− 4 expected for total times for entire calculations.
Scaling on HPC resources was assessed on LLNL’s Lassen calculations
involving a 375-atom Bi2Se3 slab supercell. The GPGPU-accelerated imple-
mentation shows near-ideal scaling similar to the CPU-only implementation.
We find that the evaluation of the density, forces, and stress tensors is the
dominant computational workload for the 375-atom bilayer, allowing for over-
all GPGPU-accelerated speedups of s≈8-10. For significantly larger systems,
the well-known cubic bottleneck of the Kohn-Sham DFT equation (the eigen-
value solver, which is not GPGPU-accelerated in this work) would begin to
dominate the computational workload. However, a large subset of electronic
structure computational needs in the range of small and mid-sized problems
(below the range in which the eigenvalue solver dominates, i.e., up to sev-
eral hundred atoms in this work) becomes accessible to GPGPU acceleration
using the localized basis set strategies described above.
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